**Enterprise MN.IT Standards, Systems, Tools, and Development Frameworks**

**HIX_PRESENTATION_POOL**
- Software
  - *IBM HTTP Server
  - *WebSphere Application Server plug-in
  - *Oracle WebGate
- Technologies, Frameworks, and Libraries
  - *HTML

**HIX_APPLICATION_POOL (Includes Filenet)**
- Software
  - *WebSphere Application Server
  - *ActiveOS
  - *Filenet
  - *JIRA (BUILD Only)
  - *Greenhopper (BUILD Only)
  - *Confluence (BUILD Only)
  - *RMSis (BUILD Only)
  - *Rational License Server (BUILD Only)
  - *SVN (BUILD Only)
  - *Maven (BUILD Only)
  - *Jenkins (BUILD Only)
  - *Apache JUDDI (BUILD Only)
  - *Apache Tomcat (BUILD Only)
  - *Apache Ant (BUILD Only)
- Technologies, Frameworks, and Libraries
  - *JSP
  - *AJAX
  - *HTML/Facelets
  - *Spring WebFlow
  - *Swing
  - *EJB /Session
  - *EJB Entity/JPA
  - *JMS/EJB MDB
  - *Web Services
  - *JAX-WS
  - *SOA Governance
  - *Spring
  - *Core
  - *AOP
  - *Transactions
  - *DAO
  - *JSR-303/Validation
  - *SAX
  - *DOM
  - *XALAN
  - *XSLT

**HIX_DB**
- Software
  - *Oracle Database
  - *Audit Vault
- Technologies, Frameworks, and Libraries
  - *RDBMS
  - *SQL
  - *RAC
  - *Data Warehouse

**HIX_ESB_POOL**
- Software
  - *WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus
  - *ActiveOS
- Technologies, Frameworks, and Libraries
  - *Spring WebFlow
  - *EJB /Session
  - *EJB Entity/JPA
  - *JMS/EJB MDB
  - *Web Services
  - *JAX-WS
  - *SOA Governance
  - *Spring
  - *Core
  - *AOP
  - *Transactions
  - *DAO
  - *JSR-303/Validation
  - *SAX
  - *DOM
  - *XALAN
  - *XSLT

**HIX_BUILD_ENVIRONMENT (DEV ONLY)**
- Software
  - *JIRA (BUILD Only)
  - *Greenhopper (BUILD Only)
  - *Confluence (BUILD Only)
  - *JMS/EJB MDB
  - *Web Services
  - *JAX-WS
  - *SOA Governance
  - *Spring
  - *Core
  - *AOP
  - *Transactions
  - *DAO
  - *JSR-303/Validation
  - *SAX
  - *DOM
  - *XALAN
  - *XSLT
- Technologies, Frameworks, and Libraries
  - *JSP
  - *HTML/Facelets
  - *Spring WebFlow
  - *Swing
  - *EJB /Session
  - *EJB Entity/JPA
  - *JMS/EJB MDB
  - *Web Services
  - *JAX-WS
  - *SOA Governance
  - *Spring
  - *Core
  - *AOP
  - *Transactions
  - *DAO
  - *JSR-303/Validation
  - *SAX
  - *DOM
  - *XALAN
  - *XSLT